An automatic classification system for foreign accents in Australian English speech based on accent dependent parallel phoneme recognition (PPR) has been developed. The classifier is designed to process continuous speech and to discriminate between native Australian English (AuE) speaken and two migrant speaker groups with foreign accents, whose first languages are Lebanese Arabic (LA) and South Vietnamese (SV). The training of the system can be automated and is novel in that it does not require manually labelled accented data. The test utterances are processed in parallel by three (A*, SV and LA) accent-specific recognizers incorporating the accent-specific HMMs and phoneme bigram language models to produce accent discrimination likelihood scores. The best average accent classification rates were 85.3% and 76.6% for accent pair and three accent class discrimination tasks. respectively. Analyses of the contributions to accent discrimination by the phoneme level processing. and by the language model, an described.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the development and the experimental performance of an automatic foreign accent identification system for Australian English ( A m speech. In countries with large migrant populations like Australia there is a wide range of strong accents amongst people whose first language is a foreign language.
The speaker variations due to foreign accents complicate the task of automatic continuous speech recognition. Possible solutions for speaker and accent independent speech recognition could be adaptation to the accented speech, processing through accent dependent recognition channels and the utilization of accent specific phonetic and phonological knowledge. The reliable classification of foreign accents is thus a valuable preprocessing step for robust speaker independent speech recognition.
A number of researchers have recently published their work on accent and dialect identification. Blackbum et. al. [ 11 introduced an algorithm based on speech segmentation and accent classification with MLP which worked well on a small accented speech database. American English. Zissmm [6] reported on the identification of regional American dialects with a language identification system based on phoneme recognition and phonotactic language modelling. Accent classification differs from language identification in that all speakers are speaking the same target language. However, the speakers with foreign accents are expected to import some of the acoustic and phonological features from their first languages into the speech production process. In the experiments described below we investigated whether (1) the acoustic differences in the production of the AuE phoneme set by the accented speaker groups, and (2) the phonotactic differences in their continuous speech utterances due to phoneme substitutions and appro%imations, can be exploited for accent discrimination.
An HMM-bas4 automa& segmenter trained on A& phoneme classes was used to segment the accented speech to create material for subsequent system training. This approach has the merit of not requiring hand labelled accented speech or accent-specific pronunciation dictionaries. The automatically segmented data were then used to train accent-specific HMM phoneme models and to derive accented phoneme bigram language models. For accent classification we employ a maximum likelihood criterion similar to that used by Zissmann and Singer (51 for language identification.
Several multi-speaker and speaker independent accent classification systems were trained and tested in this study in order to discriminate between accented speaker groups. The development of the algorithm and system architecture is described in Section 2. Section 3 reports on the experimental accent classification results, and Section4 summarizes the system pexformance, highlights the problems encountered and gives a preview of future work.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
This section describes the algorithm of the accent classification system, the speech corpus and the feature extraction and processing.
Algorithm and Architecture
The foreign accent classification system is based on a maximum likelihood criterion applied to the likelihood scores produced by accent-dependent phoneme recognizers that process the unknown utterances in parallel. as shown in Figure 1 A Phonemic transcription of the accented naining data set was required for the training of the accent-specific recognizers. It was also desirable to keep the system architecture simple and portable to perform similar accent identification tasks on other languages.
Generally, we can not expect to find large phonetically labelled databases of foreign accented speech in different languages. It is feasible to collect accented speech automatically, for instance on telephone channels, but the training of the accent classification system should not rely on manual labelling.
Accented speakers will modify the a"lation of the target language to a certain degree by substitutions and approximations from the phoneme set of their first language. Although these deviations from the phoneme set of the target language would be especially useful for the identification of the speaker accent, their representation in a phonemic transcription of the accented database would be very complex and difficult to achieve.
We therefore focussed on the phoneme set of the target language (A&) using automatic speech segmentation. A continuous speech recognition system was not available but the orthographic transcription of the ANDOSL sentences (see Section 2.2.) allowed for forced phoneme alignment with an AuE phoneme segmentation system, developed for the automatic transcription of the ANDOSL database. The phoneme segmenter uses a set of 44 AuE phoneme HMMs and two silence models that were trained with Baum-Welch reestimation on phoneme segments on manually labelled speech.
Due to the limited amount of accented data available for the training of the accented recognizers some of the HMM models were unstable or the training did not converge. We therefore obtained the accent specific HMM sets by retraining the AuE models from the phoneme segmenter with embedded Baum-Welch reestimation on accented data. Skipping the model initialization and the first iterations of Baum-Welch reestimation also reduced the computational load for training. Figure 2 summarizes Accent dependent phoneme bigram language models were trained in order to investigate whether the phonotacdc variations in the continuous accented speech make use of the flexibility in the pronunciation dictionary entries in a systematic and accent dependent way.
Accented Database
The speech corpus is part of the Australian National Database of Spoken Language (ANDOSL [4] ). This accent classification study has been confined to sentences read by male speakers from thne accented speaker groups: native Australian English (AuE), Lebanese Arabic (LA) and South Vietnamese (SV). The accented speakers belonged to different age groups and had spent different amounts of time in Australia. Their proficiency in reading and speaktng English varied but was not discriminated in this study. The amount of data available increased during the development of the accent identification system. Table 1 shows the final corpus size and Section 3 outlines the assignment to system training and testing.
Average utterance lenM (sec) 
Preprocessing and Modelling
The ANDOSL database had been recorded in a studio with 20 kHz sampling frequency. A 16 ms Hamming window and preemphasis (q = 0.97) was applied for feanue extraction with 5 ms frame advance. The feature vectors consisted of 12 MFCC coefficients, 12 delta MFCC coefficients, log energy and delta log energy.
All HhfM phoneme models have a 3 state left-to-right topology with skip transition. The models are context independent and the probability distributions for the state occupation by the feature vectors are modelled with 3 to 6 Gaussian mixtures with diagonal covariance matrices. The Entropic HTK-Toolkit V I S was used for signal processing, training and testing of phoneme H M M s and bigram phoneme language models.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section reports the results of the foreign accent identification experiments during the stages of the system development The system was used off-line and the accent-specific recognizers processed the test utterances in series rather than in parallel.
Database Segmentation
The automatic segmentation of the accented database limits the accuracy of the phoneme boundaries. ?his disadvantage is partially offset by the fact that automatically generated labels are more consistent than labels produced manually by different phonetic experts. Table 2 : Automatic phoneme label alignment. Percentage of automatically generated phoneme labels matching manual transcription;(%) label boundary differences within 5 1 6 and 32 ms.
The quality of the automatic alignment of phonemic transcription to the accented speech with the Australian English phoneme segmenter was measured on 600 sentences from 3 test speakers with AuE, LA and SV accents from the ANDOSL corpus (Table 2) .
LA versus SV Discrimination
The first accent classification experiment was set up to investigate whether two accented speaker p u p s , whose first languages were LA and SV, can be discriminated based on the proposed maximum likelihood criterion. In a multi-speaker test 50 utterances from each of 25 LA and 23 SV male speaken were used for training and testing. The classification accuracy averaged over both accents for the test on 10 utterances from each speaker was 95.2% using only the accent-specific phoneme HMMs with 3 Gaussian mixtures in the reco,.nizen. Incorporating the accented bigram lanewge models in the Viterbi decoding yielded 97.4%.
A speaker independent tesr was performed by cycling of the training and testing procedure through the data, excluding the test speaker from training. 50 HMM amd bigram model sets were trained. Again 480 utterances were tested resulting in an average accent classification rate of 78.4% and 80.1% without and with phoneme bigrams.
The increased complexity of the task resulted in a reduced classification rate compared with the multi-speaker test, but the results clearly show the potential of the likelihood scores from the accentspecific recognizers for accented speaker group discrimination.
Speaker Independent Test A&, LA, SV
The next experiment w e designed to evaluate the accent identification method on tlhe discrimination on 50 uaerances from each of 15 AIS, 25 LA and 23 SV accented speakm. Training and testing again cycled through the database incnasing the processing load by training 66 separate recognizes. Accent classification was performed on accent pairs as well as on all 3 accent classes. The best results in the 3 class discrimination were achieved by firstly processing the test utterance through the accent pair classifiers and then applying the maximum likelihood criterion to the output scores from these classifiers. The recognizer dependent bias was estimated separately for each of the accent pair classifiers.
67.4 79.8 76.6 Table 3 : Accent discrimination for AuE, LA, SV; Accent classification rate (46 correct) using accent-specific phoneme HMMs with and without phoneme bigraun language models. Table 5 shows the results for the accent discrimination with the two accent identification systems. The reduced amount of training data resulted in a performance reduction with respect to Section 3.3. The best results for the 3 class discrimination were achieved when applying the maximum likelihood criterion directly to the likelihood scores from each of the accent-specific recognizen.
DISCUSSION
We have presented an approach to the development of a foreign accent classification for continuous speech based on phoneme segmentation. The results have shown that the likelihood scores produced by accent-specific phoneme recognizers can be used to discriminate W e e n speaker accents. The accent-specific phoneme bigram language models did not contribute as significantly as expected, partly due to $e limited training data set. Also the performance of the accent classification is very sensitive to the amount of and speaker variety captured in the training data. The comparison of accent classifiers trained from automatically and manually segmented data outlined the effectiveness of the automatic segmentation with respect to the classification task.
In future work we will expand the classification algorithm beyond the maximum likelihood criterion used here. We will focus on more discriminative classification techniques on a phoneme by phoneme basis. We also plan to establish some benchmarks for speaker accent classification based on a human perception study.
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